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  .), and he has purchased (legit) that program (again). The problem is that he will not use it. The documentation says that i can give him a key, but I also read in the forums that the key is not necessary for testing. So is this legal? A: The trial version and the 30-day full version are both fully licenced, therefore legally, a legally purchased licence key is required for an end user to use the product. If your
boss has a legally purchased licence key, but doesn't use it, then in itself it's not breaking any laws, but, if you believe that it might be, then you should speak to your boss's legal advisor. If you do wish to discuss the legal aspects, you will have to find a legal advisor; a paid one. The reason you are not able to get hold of one is that you do not know enough about the law, and because of that, you are a

potential risk to any legal advisor. Is this legal? Yes. Q: how to capture number within parentheses in an awk or sed command Using an awk or sed command, how to capture numbers within parentheses? This is my input file: import xml.etree.ElementTree as ET import os import sys path=sys.argv[1] tree=ET.parse("../xml/%s.xml" % path) root = tree.getroot() for node in root.iter('/*'): parent =
node.attrib.get('parent') num = node.attrib.get('num') Using the above script, I have the following output: xmltext.out:108: Parent(0), Child(0), Parent(1), Child(1), Parent(2), Child(2) xmltext.out:109: Parent(1), Child(1), Parent(2), Child(2) The desired output I am after is: 0 1 2 Well, when I look at it, the question is not how to capture numbers within parentheses, but whether to capture them. My

strong recommendation would be to capture them: awk -F\() '{ n[NR]=$1 82157476af
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